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A simple and reliable ﬁnite element model is presented, speciﬁcally conceived for the analysis of FRP-reinforced masonry arches. The approach proposed
relies on the reduction of mortar joints to interfaces exhibiting a non-linear holonomic behaviour under mixed mode conditions, whilst bricks are
discretized by means of four-noded elements remaining linearly elastic up to failure. The FRP re-inforcements glued at the intrados or at the extrados are
modelled by means of truss bar 2-node el-ements connecting contiguous nodes of the discretized support, with elastic-brittle behaviour in tension and no
strength in compression. The predictions provided by the plane stress model, exploiting also the Italian CNR Recommendations for the engineering
practice, are validated against some recent experimental results concerning circular and parabolic masonry arches reinforced by glass and carbon FRP.
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1. Introduction
The mechanical assessment of masonry arches beyond elasticity is a classic topic in computational mechanics, that however so
far has been tackled almost exclusively in the framework of limit
analysis [1e7]. As a matter of fact, limit analysis in the form of both
lower and upper bound theorems allows for a direct estimation of
the load carrying capacity of the structure without expensive stepby-step simulations. Especially in the study of masonry arches with
plastic hinges, to which the assumption of no tension materials
well adapts, limit analysis admits also graphical solutions: in those
cases both thrust lines (static approach) and the four hinges
mechanism (kinematic approach) can be provided. There are
however some major limitations in the application of conventional
limit analysis, intrinsically linked to its basic hypotheses, as for
instance the perfectly plastic behaviour of the material (damage or
post-peak soft-ening response are therefore excluded), the unlimited
ductility and the plastic ﬂow associativity. Especially this latter

assumption seems to adapt with difﬁculty to all those phe-nomena
involving bricks sliding along the mortar joints, which represent
preferential planes of weakness for the arches. Moreover, the
assumption of unlimited ductility does not allow for estimating
displacements at collapse, circumstance which makes limit analysis
unsuitable for common displacement based design. Even when, to
simulate real engineering structures, the material is assumed
scarcely or not resistant at all in tension and with a limited
compressive strength, conventional limit analysis has shown to
work effectively, mainly because ﬂexural hinges with plasticization
in both tension and compression is an associated phenomenon, see
e.g. Heyman [2e4] and Oppenheim [5]. Nowadays modern and
efﬁcient computerized models [6,7] have superseeded at hand
calculations, but limit analysis in the form of either the static or the
kinematic the-orem continues being extremely utilized in the
engineering community.
The problem becomes however more complex in case of
reinforcement by FRP strips. In the last 25 years, several researchers were attracted by the prospective of using FRP ma-terials
for the retroﬁtting of r.c. and masonry structures in general, see
Refs. [8e11] for an historical perspective. In the literature, several
studies are available dealing with this topic
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(the reader is referred for instance to few sampled papers
[12e14] among many), because such innovative technique is
becoming very popular in common rehabilitation of monumental and historical buildings, due to the reduced invasiveness
and high performance at failure.
Such kind of strengthening essentially acts transferring tensile stresses from masonry (unable to withstand them) to the
FRP reinforcement, which typically is extremely resistant under
normal positive actions. As a consequence, their utilization for
the seismic upgrading or simple rehabilitation of masonry
arches became immediately interesting and a variety of
experimental results and numerical models (mainly basing on
limit analysis or assuming for the materials a brittle behaviour)
are nowadays available in the technical literature, see Refs.
[15e35].
The key issue in any kind of strengthening remains however the
debonding of the FRP strips from the support [36e45], usually
referred to as delamination. As well known, delamina-tion is a
quasi-brittle phenomenon, which can be characterized at the
macroscale through a post-peak decrease of the rein-forcement
bearing capacity, as outlined for instance in the recent Italian
guidelines on r.c./masonry external reinforcement with composite
materials [46]. On the basis of experimental evi-dences gathered
so far, it can be stated that the introduction of FRP strips tends to
prevent the formation of ﬂexural hinges at the reinforced
locations, diffuses damage from mortar joints (concentrated hinge)
to neighbouring bricks and potentially ac-tivates sliding phenomena
between contiguous bricks, which usually do no occur in
unreinforced arches. General agreement exists on the fact that,
with respect to the unreinforced case, the collapse of reinforced
arches occurs at signiﬁcantly larger ver-tical deﬂection and
according to a failure mechanism in which the formation sequence
and the location of plastic hinges may be altered.
To confront these important issues, a heterogeneous ﬁnite
element model is proposed in this paper and put at disposal for
the engineering practice. In order to accurately assess
the predictive capabilities
of
the proposed model
and at
the
same time validate the design formulae recently
proposed by the Italian CNR Recommendations [46], several
experiments on FRP reinforced arches have been considered for a
critical comparison.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the test
conﬁgurations adopted in the experimental campaigns mentioned
above, together with the main experimental results. The
mathematical model proposed to describe the arches response is
outlined in Section 3, and design formulae are dis-cussed to calibrate
the governing parameters. Section 4 is devoted to an assessment of
numerical predictions at the light of experi-mental data. Closing
remarks and future prospects are included in Section 5.
Notation. Vector notation is adopted everywhere. Acronyms
LVDT and FE indicate Linear Variable Differential Transducer, apt to
measure a relative displacement component among assigned points,
and Finite Elements Method. Fibre Reinforced Polymers are
indicated by the acronym FRP, specifying when necessary those
constituted of Carbon (CFRP) or Glass (GFRP) ﬁbres. For the reader's
convenience, a table is also provided, including main symbols and
abbreviations.

Notation table
RE
RI
UR
CER
GER
BS

ðeÞ

University of Minho externally reinforced arches
University of Minho internally reinforced arches
University of Minho unreinforced arches
University of Padua CFRP externally reinforced arches
University of Padua GFRP externally reinforced arches
Compatibility matrix including rotated shape functions
Partitioned vector of interface nodal displacements
(þpositive surface of the joint, - negative surface of
the joint)
Jacobian of the interface element
Interface internal forces vector

ðeÞ

Element tangent stiffness matrix


U ¼ Uþ

U

T

jJj
Fint

Ku
Ku
D (Dn, Dt)
T ¼ [s(D)t(D)]T
c

f
fn (ft)
dn (dt)

Constitutive tangent stiffness at the Gauss point
Interface displacement jump, including normal and
tangential components
Interface vector stress, including normal and tangential
stress components as a function of displacement jumps
Mortar cohesion
Mortar friction angle
work of separation under pure Mode I (Mode II)
pure Mode I (Mode II) characteristic lengths.

2. Reference experimental data
In this study, laboratory experiments on two typologies of
arches reinforced with FRP strips were considered as a methodological reference, namely: (a) circular arches tested at the University of Minho [23,45]; (b) parabolic arches tested at the University
of Padua [15]. An outline of these experiments is reported in what
follows, whereas for further details the interested reader is forwarded to Refs. [15,23].

(a) Circular arches of University of Minho
Arches with semi-circular shape constituted of in scale (1:2)
bricks were tested at University of Minho, both UnReinforced
(labelled as UR) and Reinforced, for the latter the entire Reinforcement being glued at the Extrados (ER) or at the Intrados (IR),
see Ref. [23]. These arches (labelled in what follows as UMinho),
with in plane thickness equal to 50 mm, had a free span
L ¼ 1500 mm and an out-of-plane width equal to 450 mm. Mortar
joints were 10 mm thick.
Two replicates per typology were tested up to failure, under
increasing vertical loading applied at one fourth of the span.
Several LVDTs monitored the arch deformation, also at the
springing. Two continuous GFRP strips, each one 50 mm wide (and
therefore not covering the entire out-of-plane width), were glued
at the Extrados (RE) or at the Intrados for RE and RI typologies,
respectively. Overall experimental responses in terms of applied
load F and underlying vertical deﬂection d are shown in Fig. 1. As it
can be noticed, the unreinforced arches showed a rather brittle
failure
at
about
1.5
kN,
with
a
limited
ductility
(1e2 mm deﬂection). Both samples collapsed for a four hinge
mechanism. The application of the reinforcement caused a
signiﬁcant increase of both the maximum loading and ultimate
displacements. For the arches Reinforced by FRP sheets at the
Intrados (labelled as RI) or at the Extrados (labelled as RE), collapse
mechanism involved four plastic hinges, two at the lateral
supports, one at the left near the applied load and another one
symmetrically located on the right. A detachment of the strips was
lately observed. Intuitively, the presence in a given section of a
reinforcement from the side of tensile stresses prevents the plastic
hinges from being activated in that location.

(b) Parabolic arches at University of Padua
Another series of parabolic arches, with span L ¼ 2000 mm and
out-of-plane width 1000 mm, were reinforced by FRP sheets and
subjected to laboratory tests at University of Padua (Italy) [15]. The
arches (labelled in what follows as UniPD) were constituted of realscale bricks arranged in a single skin, with in plane thickness 55
mm, see Fig. 2. The arch directrix followed the shape of a cate-nary
curve, with the appearance of a depressed arch. Two different types
of ﬁbres, carbon and glass, where applied at the extrados of the
vaults (two replicates of each type), thus a comparison with
UMinho tests in (a) can concern exclusively the RE conﬁgurations.
Reinforcement was constituted of two strips of laminate, also in this
case not covering the entire out-of-plane width. In order to obtain
similar increments in strength, the overall surface of the strips was
equal to 70 mm for carbon and 200 mm for glass, which possesses a
lower stiffness. An increasing loading was generated through two
hydraulic jacks and applied at one fourth of the span by means of a
steel beam, up to activate a failure mechanism. Experimental
loadedisplacement curves are shown in Fig. 2. Un-fortunately, data
for the unreinforced conﬁguration were not pro-vided. As it can be
observed, in this experimental study the experimental scatter
resulted markedly lower with respect to UMinho tests.

reinforcement does not cover the entire out-of-plane width of the
arches, plane-stress conditions are assumed. Some analyses under
plane strain conditions were also performed for the considered
conﬁgurations, which provided negligible differences in the overall
response. As well known, “plane strain” conditions imply nonvanishing out-of-plane normal stresses into bricks. On the contrary, constitutive relationships for bidimensional joints usually do
not include an explicit dependence on the out-of-plane stress, and
therefore they are not sensitive to possible changes in plane stress/
plane strain conditions. Indeed these elements should be considered as approximations of the actual 3D behaviour. The same
consideration holds a fortiori for the external FRP reinforcements,
modelled as uniaxial rods. Consistently with the present purposes
of application by not specialized personnel in view of engineering
practice, a coarse discretization for the tested arches was adopted,
although comparative analyses with reﬁned meshes were performed and discussed in what follows. Each brick was discretized
by means of a unique four-node isoparametric element, assumed
to behave linearly elastically along the entire loading history.
Nonlinear dissipative processes were concentrated along the FRP
strips, located at the intrados or extrados of the masonry arches,
and into the mortar joints, each covered by a unique interface
element as outlined in what follows.
3.1. Interface elements for mortar joints

3. Finite Element models
To investigate the response of the masonry arches described
above, a simple but effective heterogeneous model is proposed
herein based on the ﬁnite element method. Since the

The mechanical response of mortar joints was described by
means of interface elements, including two dominant deformation
modes, namely peel (mode I) and shear (mode II) or a combination
of two (mixed mode).

Fig. 1. UMinho circular arches. Geometrical features and overall experimental response.

Fig. 2. UniPD parabolic arches. Geometry and experimental loadedisplacement curves.

Such elements are equipped with a constitutive relationship
referred to as “holonomic” since expressed in terms of normal and
tangential tractions s and t as a path independent function of the
normal and tangential relative displacements at the interface,
hereafter named respectively Dn and Dt. Such cohesive relationships are characterized by a post-peak softening branch to be
speciﬁed in what follows.
In the presence of ﬁnite thickness interfaces, relative displacements are evaluated starting from the initial gap between
corresponding nodes of two opposite surfaces of the joint, as
shown in Fig. 3, indicated by superscripts þ and . The
 vector of
T
the nodal displacement can be partitioned on U ¼ U þ U 
and the relative displacement vector D, including normal Dn and
tangential displacement Dt with respect to the joint assumed
accordingly as:


D¼

Dn
Dt




¼ Bs U 


Bs U þ ¼ BU

(1)

where BS is a suitable compatibility operator, including linear shape
function along the (possible rotated) interface abscissa and taking
into account ﬁnite thickness. The functional dependence of cohesive tractions T≡{s t}T on the relative displacements, dual in the
sense of work, f Dn

Dt gT , will be speciﬁed later. Quantities of

interest at the (e)-th element are computed as follows: the internal


Z þ1
F s
ðeÞ
, with F s ¼
BTs TjJjdx; the tangent
force vector F int ¼
þF s
1


Z þ1
K s
Ks
ðeÞ
being K s ¼
BTs K u Bs jJjdx,
stiffness matrix K u ¼
K s
Ks
1
where Ku is the constitutive tangent stiffness at the Gauss point, jJj
is the Jacobian of the line element and x is the iso-parametric line
abscissa. It is worth noting that internal force vector may be
computed solving the integral analytically, so allowing for a discretization with only one interface along the thickness of the arch.
Under mixed-mode loading conditions expected to occur in the
mortar joints, three interface relationships, in a sense alternative,
have been considered in what follows and comparatively assessed.
(a) A piecewise linear cohesive relationship has been considered,
labelled as Set I in what follows, ﬁrst including normal and
tangential responses completely independent on each other (decoupled approach), i.e. s(Dn) and t(Dt). Although not realistic, this
approach is very straight-forward and allows for an impressive
stability and rapid convergence of the algorithms. (b) As an alternative, the cohesive relationship at the previous point (a) can be
modiﬁed to take into account the frictional behaviour among
bricks. In this case the peak tangential stress tlim is assumed to
depend on the current stress level at the interface s by a classic
Mohr-Coulomb criterion, namely tlim ¼ s þ ctanf, where f and c

Fig. 3. Interface elements along the arches.

denotes the friction angle and the cohesion, respectively. This
choice (labelled as Set III) is intended to describe frictional sliding
among the bricks. (c) Finally an improved version of the
XueNeedleman exponential law [47] has been considered, labelled
as Set II in what follows. In this law the stress vector T at the
interface is given the following closed-form expression:

8

>
fn Dn
>
>
s
¼
$exp
>
>
dn dn
<

>
>
2ft Dt
>
>
>
:t ¼ d
d
t

t

!


Dn
$exp

dn
d2t
!


Dn
D2
Dn
$ 1þ
$exp  2t $exp 
dn
dn
dt


D2t

(2)

Symbols fn and ft denote the work of separation under pure
Mode I (i.e. when Dt ¼ 0) and Mode II (i.e. when Dn ¼ 0), respectively, while dn and dt indicate the relevant characteristic lengths. It
is worth emphasizing that Equation (2) implies a strongly coupled
response: softening occurs for both the tractions although the
interface is being stressed along one direction only. In compression
the response of mortar joints was assumed to be linear elastic until
the interpenetration constraint is activated through a very high
stiffness, acting as a penalty factor.
Finally, two remarks are needed. From a conceptual standpoint,
interface elements represent a bidimensional schematization of
three dimensional phenomena, and usually their constitutive relationships do not include any dependence on the out-of-plane
stress and strain. The cohesive relationships for the mortar joints
plotted in Fig. 4 were not calibrated to ﬁt the overall experimental
plots available, but parameters were selected “a priori” in agreement with data provided in Refs. [15,23], when necessary integrated with values proposed in the recent literature.
For UMinho arches, the mechanical properties of masonry were
experimentally assessed through the compressive testing of 10
representative masonry prisms, ﬁnding an average compression
strength equal to 9.1 MPa and an average elastic modulus of
2040 MPa. Tests performed on eight cylindrical mortar specimens
provided an average compressive strength of 7.3 MPa.
For UniPD arches, the mechanical characterization was done by
means of compression tests carried out on masonry wallets or
bricks and mortar separately. As a consequence, the only data
available are the following: masonry mean compression strength
equal to 6.00 MPa, brick compression strength fcb ¼ 8.60 MPa,
mortar compression strength fcm ¼ 6.00 MPa.
When dealing with constituent materials tensile and shear
behaviour, values of tensile strength, cohesion and fracture energy
(i.e. inelastic behaviour) have been directly taken from Refs. [23,34]
for UMinho arches. Whilst a deep experimental characterization of
such data is missing in Ref. [34], it is worth noting that empirical
correlations between compression and tension behaviour and
literature surveys seem to conﬁrm the correctness of the values
adopted. When dealing with UniPD experimentation, only data in
compression where available; however, values of peak tensile

strength were assumed 2/30 ¼ 0.067 of fcm, again a value in agreement with consolidated literature in the ﬁeld -which suggests to
range between 1/10 and 1/20 of the compression strength- and CNR
DT200 speciﬁcs [46]. Elastic moduli of bricks were set equal to
Eb ¼ 5000 and 8600 MPa for UMinho and UniPD experiments,
respectively, while the Poisson ratio amounted to n ¼ 0.2 in both
cases. For UMinho arches, brick modulus value is in agreement with
indications provided by Basilio [34]. By means of the application of
the well known rule of mixtures applied in combination with mortar
Young modulus, it allows for a good approximation of the experimentally obtained masonry elastic modulus. When dealing with
UniPD specimens, data were assumed in order to approximate
reasonably well the initial stiffness of the experimental force
displacement curves, in absence of a detailed investigation available.
The high values of maximum tangential stress observed in Fig. 4
for Set I and II are only a graphical representation of the fact that in
practice, for such models, a shear linearly elastic relationship of the
interfaces is adopted. Conversely, realistic values of peak tangential
strength, following a Mohr-Coulomb law eventually with tension
cutoff as in Ref. [20], where the resistance in absence of precompression (i.e. cohesion) is roughly equal to masonry tensile
strength, are assumed in Set III.
In view of practical applications to the building practice even by
not specialized personnel, rather coarse discretizations were
adopted for the tested arches, depicted in Figs. 1 and 2, for UMinho
and UniPD experiments respectively. The meshes were generated
with the commercial code Strand7 and imported in a Matlab®
environment for the ﬁnite element code, developed by one of the
author, see Ref. [47]. The actual thickness of the mortar joints (10
mm) was considered.

3.2. Design approach to reinforcement delamination
While in the last decades experimental and numerical investigations were devoted to delamination of external reinforcement from concrete structures, only in the last few years this topic
has been included in the study of masonry structures [33e45]. On
the basis of such experimental evidences corroborated by numerical works, a general agreement exists today on the fact that
debonding mainly involves failure of the masonry material, and
that the response of the reinforcement turns out to be non symmetric. To describe in a simple but effective way delamination of
FRP reinforcement from the masonry support, recourse can be
made to cohesive interfaces, being the thickness of the adhesive
layer negligible at the structural scale. Analogously to what discussed above for the mortar joints, bonding stresses can be
expressed as a function of the relative displacements between
masonry and FRP sheets. However, the practical use of this model is
made complex by the need to specify additional parameters governing the interface response, possibly linking them to the properties of adherent materials.
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Fig. 4. Normal stress Dn and tangential stress Dt relationships assumed for mortar interfaces in the three sets of numerical simulations.

To circumvent such difﬁculties, in the Italian recommendations
CNR-DT200 [46] a simpliﬁed formula is proposed to estimate the
design bond strength ffdd of FRP elements, namely:

ffdd

1
¼
gf ;d

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2$EFRP $GFd
tFRP

(3)

where EFRP is the Young modulus of FRP reinforcement (along the
main sheet direction), tFRP represents the FRP thickness, gf,d is a
safety coefﬁcient speciﬁed in the same recommendation [46],
herein assumed unitary to simulate ultimate conditions, and GFd is
the design speciﬁc fracture energy of the masonry support, again
provided in Ref. [46]. Equation (3) holds when the bond length lb
exceeds the optimal bond length led, condition herein always
veriﬁed. The optimal bond length can be computed as follows [46]:

(
led ¼ min

1
8gRd

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
p2 $EFRP $tFRP
;
2GFd

)
150 mm

(4)

where gRd is a heuristic coefﬁcient equal to 1.5 or 1.25 depending on
masonry typology.
In this study delamination between FRP and masonry support
has been accounted in a simpliﬁed manner. The FRP reinforcements
were modelled through truss bar 2-node elements connecting
contiguous nodes of the discretized support, behaving as an elastobrittle material in tension and with no strength in compression.
Such approach is in agreement to what suggested by the Italian CNR
guidelines on RC/masonry reinforcement with composite materials
[46], i.e. as elastic-softening rods connecting contiguous nodes,
which can break in tension, whilst in compression their strength is
assumed to vanish and cannot transmit any force, to properly take
into account buckling. Indeed one of the main purposes of this
paper was to provide an implicit validation of the above design
formulae for engineers. It is well known that under compression
FRP sheet may exhibit instability endowed by an early debonding
from the substrates. Furthermore, at a structural scale, the accurate
modelling of local failure phenomena such as peeling or spalling
would require the nonlinear behaviour of the bricks, since FRP
debonding mostly occurs for failure of the underlying substrate.

However, such phenomena were not observed during the experimental campaign. Tensile peak strength is indeed provided by
Equation (3) derived from Italian recommendations mentioned
above [46]. The former assumption implies “perfect adhesion” between FRP trusses and the discretized arch, since relative displacements between the adherent materials are completely
prevented. This choice signiﬁcantly simpliﬁes the numerical model
and, moreover, it allows to obtain solutions at the macroscale
which are in satisfactory agreement with experimental evidences
[14].
According to Italian code
formulae, characteristic fracture enpﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ergy is equal to GFk ¼ c1 fmk fmtm , where c1 is a coefﬁcient that, in
absence of ad hoc experimental data should be kept equal to 0.015,
fmk is the masonry characteristic compressive strength and fmtm is
the average masonry tensile strength, which can be assumed according to CNR DT200 [46] equal to 1/10 of masonry characteristic
compressive strength.
Taking into consideration design coefﬁcients to pass from
characteristic to design values and the values (either adopted or
experimental) of masonry compressive strength, the maximum
stresses allowable by the FRP reinforcement according to Equation
(3) are the following: 75 and 70 MPa for GFRP reinforcement in
UMinho and UniPD experiments respectively (EFRP ¼ 65 MPa and
tFRP ¼ 0.165 mm) and 140 MPa for CFRP in (EFRP ¼ 230,000 MPa and
tFRP ¼ 0.165 mm) UniPD arches.
Such values are commonly used in design practice, see also [14].
It is worth emphasizing that the numerical exercises which follow
should be regarded not only as an assessment of the proposed ﬁnite
element model, but also as a validation of “a priori” information
exploited by the authors for modelling the mortar joint and especially the FRP reinforcement, consistently with Italian CNR DT200
[46], design codes and literature data.

4. Comparative assessment of model predictions
In this section, the numerical predictions provided by the
selected models are comparatively assessed on the basis of the
experimental data available. It is worth emphasizing that governing
parameters for FRP reinforcement and those for mortar joints were

not calibrated by best ﬁtting of the overall experimental data, but
“a priori” evaluated according to Italian CNR DT200 [46] and basic
information reported by the experimentalists or integrated by
literature data.

(a) UMinho circular arches
Overall response of arches in terms of loadedisplacement
curves and deformed arch shapes at collapse provided by the numerical models are shown in Figs. 5e7. In particular, Fig. 5 refers to
the un-strengthened (UR) case, Figs. 6 and 7 to the conﬁguration
with Reinforcement at the Extrados (RE) and at the Intrados (RI),
respectively. In subﬁgure ea, computed loadedisplacement plots
are compared with the experimental data, whereas subﬁgure eb
shows the magniﬁed deformed shape computed by step-by-step
analyses. As a reference, collapse loads are also indicated, predicted by the upper bound Limit Analysis approach developed by
one of the authors, see Ref. [20] for further details. Deformed
shapes at collapse resulting from different interface relationships
for the mortar joints turn out to be coincident. To allow for a
comparison among the different conﬁgurations, the locations of the
hinges along the arches are indicated and labelled by Hi, where
index i follows the formation sequence, so that H1 is the ﬁrst and
H4 is the last to be activated under monotonically increasing
loading. The actual formation sequence of plastic hinges in the
considered UMinho experiments do not corresponds to that predicted by the FE model, whilst a complete agreement is found for
the ﬁnal location. This circumstance is not surprising, for at least
two orders of reasons: ﬁrstly, the FE model depends on parameters
for mortar and FRP reinforcements which were evaluated independently from each other and from the overall response available,
and not ﬁtted on it (from this respect they were set “a priori”);
secondly, the real constraints turn out to be compliant, on the
contrary of the ideal ones, described in the mechanical model.
With reference to the UnReinforced arches (UR) Fig. 5-b, the
ﬁrst hinge is located near the loaded section, implying tensile
cracks at the intrados, the second and third at the abutments (left
and right) and the fourth hinge opens with cracks at the extrados in
a symmetric position with respect to the ﬁrst hinge. In the real
experiments the ﬁrst hinges resulted located at the springings.
As expected, in Fig. 5-a loadedisplacement plots provided by Set
I and Set III analyses are almost undistinguishable, both based on a
piecewise linear cohesive relationship.
This circumstance seems to indicate that ﬂexural hinges are
predominant in the failure mechanism without signiﬁcant sliding
between contiguous bricks. The peak load provided by such models

is close to the value predicted by Limit Analysis, and to that resulting
from the experiments. However the experimental plots exhibits one
major drop of loading, followed by a minor one. For the present
conﬁguration also Set II simulations, resting on the coupled
exponential relationship in Fig. 4, has provided a very similar saw
tooth response, which typically encompasses discrete systems with
a limited number of mechanisms to be activated.
In the presence of FRP reinforcement, see Figs. 6 and 7, an
important increase of ductility can be observed in the experimental
response as well as in the model predictions, with vertical deﬂections one order of magnitude larger with respect to the unreinforced arches. The agreement with the experimental data, which
however exhibit a not negligible scatter, has to be regarded as
satisfactory for both the conﬁgurations. For the arches Reinforced at
the Extrados (RE) in Fig. 6, the experimental plots show slight oscillations during the loading phase and a signiﬁcant scatter. The
peak load computed by the numerical models of Sets I and II is
approximately equal to the average of those provided by laboratory
tests, whilst Set III turns out to be more close to one of the two
experimental replicates. All simulations turn out to underestimate
the initial stiffness resulting from the experiments and the peak load
provided by Limit Analysis. After the peak, the model pre-dictions
exhibit a sequence of two sudden drops of loading whose
experimental counterpart can only be qualitatively envisaged. Also
for this conﬁguration the three interface relationships led to predict
the same four hinge mechanism, shown in Fig. 6-b. It is worth
emphasizing that a little but perceivable sliding of the bricks was
predicted near H4 hinge, in a part of the arch where the external
reinforcement tends to prevent the joints from opening.
With reference to the arches Reinforced at the Intrados (RI) in
Fig. 7, mechanical models predict a slightly lower initial stiffness
with respect to the experimental data, reaches soon a peak load
which is very close to that estimated by Limit Analysis and is
attained by only one experimental replicate but at a much larger
deﬂection whilst the second experimental replicate remains far
from it. After the peak, numerical plots exhibit a sequence of three
sudden drops followed by a slow hardening, and at increasing
deﬂection they turn out to underestimate the residual load bearing
capacity resulting from the laboratory tests. In particular, at
increasing deﬂection Set I and Set III remain close to one experimental replicate, Set II after having shown an intermediate response
diverges from both the experimental data and the plots provided by
other Sets of simulations. In all cases predictions provided by the FE
models result in safety favour.
As a general trend common to both the reinforced conﬁgurations
(RE and RI), hinges are less pronounced with respect to the

Fig. 5. UMinho UR arch. ea: load displacement curves. eb: four hinges mechanism found numerically.

Fig. 6. UMinho RE arch. ea: load displacement curves. eb: four hinges mechanism found numerically.

Fig. 7. UMinho RI arch. ea: load displacement curves. eb: four hinges mechanism found numerically.

unreinforced situation (UR) and damage spreads involving several
contiguous mortar joints.
Finally, in order to have a more clear understanding of the differences in magnitude of the expected and predicted values, in
Table 1 few numeric values meaningful for engineers (peak load,
deﬂection at peak and elastic stiffness), are synoptically reported
for the three arches analysed (UR, RE and RI).
Table 1
UMinho arches. Synopsys of some meaningful characteristics of the load displacement curves.

UR arch
Experimental
Set I
Set II
Set III
RE arch
Experimental
Set I
Set II
Set III
RI arch
Experimental
Set I
Set II
Set III

Peak
load [kN]

Elastic stiffness
[KN/mm]

Deﬂection
at peak [mm]

1.8
1.5
1.7
1.45

2.11
2.72
2.61
2.68

0.85
0.55
0.65
0.54

3.7
2.7
2.7
2.2

1.46
0.91
0.91
0.82

5
5.4
5.5
5.5

5.2
5
4.6
4.8

2.6
2
1.70
1.92

14
2.5
2.7
2.5

In the Authors' opinion, a reasonable agreement among model
predictions and experimental data is found in all cases inspected,
considering also the simpliﬁcations introduced in the model proposed. It is worth emphasizing that experimental data shown a
wide scatter and only two replicates are at disposal. In Fig. 6, model
predictions till to peak load are generally “centered” with respect to
experimental values, but soon after they exhibit a few sudden
drops, becoming far and far from the experimental data.
Unfortunately, a clear description of the activated failure
mechanism with detailed post-mortem photo documentation is not
available to the authors. Oliveira and co-workers report in Ref. [23]
that UR arch fails for the formation of a classic four hinges mechanism, quite similar to that found with the present numerical
model. RE arches exhibit three ﬂexural hinges and a shear sliding of
the support is observed in correspondence of the right abutment. If
the FRP strip is assumed perfectly bonded and well anchored to the
support (as in the case numerically analyzed) such a failure cannot
be reproduced, because FRP is modelled by means of equivalent
truss elements perfectly connected node by node to the support. An
approach with interface elements allowing for normal out-of-plane
debonding (spalling) would be required to reproduce the local
detachment of the reinforcement. A similar remark can be repeated
for RI, where a local detachment of the strip is observed near the
point of application of the external load, late during the experimental test. In this latter case, however, the formation of the four
ﬂexural hinges is more evident and reasonably similar to the

experimental one, with damage spreading on larger areas near the
central hinge, as correctly reproduced.
The presence of sudden drops of the force displacement curve
may be related to (i) the adopted coarse discretization (a unique
quadrilateral element for each brick and a unique interface element
for each mortar joint), (ii) the material behaviour assumed for
bricks and mortar, and (iii) to the mortar/FRP interface law adopted
for the reinforced arches, simplistically considered by means of the
utili-zation of perfectly bonded brittle trusses, as envisaged in the
Italian CNR DT200 [46]. In Fig. 7 the main discrepancies concern
the peak load, which for the model was attained soon after the
elastic branch, whilst only progressively reached by the
experimented samples, and the sudden drops of the force
displacement curve, leading to model predictions progressively far
(but not too much) from the experi-mental data. Also in this case
the experimental scatter between two different experimental
replicates is negligible at the beginning but increases considerably
with the deﬂection. One could question why numerical
experimental discrepancies are mainly located at large deﬂections
for RE data (Fig. 6), and at the beginning of the overall response,
soon after the peak, for RI data (Fig. 7). Reasonably, the
experimental response for RI arches includes crushing and
compressive behaviour for the mortar joint at the ﬁrst hinge, which
cannot be captured by the model. Moreover, other approximations
can be related to the way the external force is applied at the
extrados, necessarily constrained by the adopted discretization.

(b) Parabolic arches
With reference to the second experimental campaign (labelled
as UniPD), overall plots and computed deformed shapes at collapse
are depicted in Fig. 8 for the unreinforced case, in Fig. 10 for the
Carbon ﬁbre Extrados Reinforcement (CER) and in Fig. 11 for the
Glass Extrados Reinforcement (GER). It is worth mentioning that, to
allow for a comparison of the relevant bearing capacities, Valluzzi
and co-workers [15] selected as reinforcement wider strips of glass
ﬁbres, which are less stiff and resistant than carbon ones. For these
experiments information on formation sequence of plastic hinges
were not provided.
Since experimental data for unreinforced conﬁguration were
not available, Fig. 8 shows exclusively model predictions. In Fig. 8
overall plots by Set I and Set III simulations, with piecewise linear
laws uncoupled and frictionally coupled respectively, are almost
coinci-dent: this circumstance seems to indicate the absence of
signiﬁcant sliding between contiguous bricks, also as a
consequence of different brick geometry (1:1 scale) and of a
different arch proﬁle. Coupled relationship of Set II exhibits indeed
a marked saw tooth response including a sequence of four marked
sudden drops (or three, if we neglect last one, less pronounced).
The global appear-ance of the response remains quasi brittle,
whilst the deformation scenario is well predicted by all the
interface relationships.
Comparative analyses, see Fig. 9, were performed with two
reﬁned meshes (hereafter labelled as Mesh 2 and Mesh 3, with two
and four elements along the thickness respectively) assuming Set II
mechanical properties for joints. It can be observed that, when the
number of elements along the thickness is increased, the peak load
tends to slightly decrease and the behaviour in correspondence of
the hinges formation results smoother. These circumstances indicate that such “spurious” drops were partly due to the presence of
only one interface element through the arch thickness. The residual
strength for large deﬂection tends to decrease, again in agreement
with intuition, but does not vanish due to the inﬁnitely elastic
behaviour in compression of the arch.
Despite such limitations, the Authors consider the adoption of a
coarse mesh crucial to favour the effective applicability of the
model by practitioners equipped with simple laptops.

The application of the reinforcing strips over the parabolic
arches has the twofold effect of increasing the ultimate ductility of
the structure as well as the load carrying capacity, as shown in Figs.
10 and 11. The exponential law (Set II) ﬁts accurately the
experimental data as well as the uncoupled interface relationship
(Set I), whereas Set III (bilinear law with Mohr-Coulomb coupling)
progressively deviates from the experimental plots, exhibiting a
markedly lower load carrying capacity although endowed by a
similar ductility.
Similarly to UMinho case, only few images of the active failure
mechanisms are available in Ref. [15]. From a detailed analysis of
data reported in Ref. [15], it can be however stated that common
features are present, as sliding of the bricks in correspondence of
the right abutment and a diffusion of damage near H4 hinge, in
correspondence of the FRP at the extrados. As already pointed out,
brick sliding is hardily reproducible in the numerical model,
because trusses representing the FRP are perfectly bonded to the
support, even if some inelastic shear deformation near the right
abutment is in any case visible from the deformed shape.
Conversely, the diffusion of damage near the central hinge is
reasonably simulated, despite the fact that the assumption of
elastic bricks makes such diffusion less intuitively evident, since
inelastic dissipation can occur only on contiguous mortar joints.
This circumstance can be due to the capability of Sets I and II of
describing brick sliding, clearly visible at collapse for both reinforced conﬁgurations in between H1 and H3 hinges (see Figs. 10
and 11). On the contrary, since higher axial forces are expected in
the reinforced parabolic arches, brick sliding is prevented by frictional coupling, which generates an extremely high tangential
strength at the mortar joints. On the basis of the numerical exercises above discussed, the decoupled piecewise linear relationship
for the mortar joints exhibits the best predictive capabilities as for
the structural response of the arches, with and without reinforcement, and a quite promising convergence rate. The coupled exponential law provided equally accurate predictions, but as a serious
drawback it exhibited also marked drops of loading in the overall
response without a clear physical meaning, plus a larger computational cost, Table 2, due to the possible shear softening.
Finally, analogously to what done for UMinho arches, in Table 3
experimental peak loads, deﬂections at peak and elastic stiffnesses,
are synoptically compared with their computed counterparts. In
general, the agreement of two models (Set I and Set II) over three
should be considered very satisfactory. The residual discrepancies
at increasing deﬂection could be linked to the governing parameters adopted for both mortar joints and FRP reinforcement, not
calibrated to ﬁt the experimental plot but evaluated from the
design formulae proposed in the Italian CNR DT200 [46]. In all
cases, the numerical predictions are always below the
experimental counterparts, and therefore should be considered to
be in safety favour. It is worth emphasizing that for UniPD arches
not only the overall geometry but also the utilized bricks and
mortar joints had different sizes with respect to UMinho ones. The
better agreement observed here could be also derived from the
mode of application of the load, in this case more realistically
described by the mathe-matical model.

5. Closing remarks and future prospects
In this paper a 2D heterogeneous ﬁnite element model has been
presented, to simulate the response of masonry arches reinforced
with FRP sheets, glued at the intrados or at the extrados.
The plane stress discretization of the selected arches was
extremely simple: each brick was modelled by a unique quadrilateral element, behaving linearly elastically even in compression;
each mortar joint was described by a unique interface element

Fig. 8. UniPD unreinforced arch. ea: load displacement curves. eb: four hinges mechanism found numerically.

Fig. 9. UniPD unreinforced arch. Mesh dependence study assuming Set II mechanical properties for the joints.

Fig. 10. UniPD CER arch (i.e. with Carbon ﬁbre reinforcement at the extrados). ea: load displacement curves. eb: four hinges mechanism found numerically.

Fig. 11. UniPD GER arch (i.e. with Glass ﬁbre reinforcement at the extrados). ea: load displacement curves. eb: four hinges mechanism found numerically.

Table 2
Synopsis of processing times needed in the different examples to solve the problems
investigated (in minutes: seconds).

Set I
Set II
Set III

UR

RE

RI

Unreinforced

CER

GER

21:21
44:58
36:25

39:51
51:06
48:03

41:01
54:33
55:12

5:32
12:44
7:01

7:01
15:02
11:27

9:09
14:11
12:37

 Results obtained on a Laptop Equipped with MS Win 7 64 bit, 16 Gb RAM.
 Results refer to FE models with one element along the thickness.

Table 3
UniPD arches. Synopsys of some meaningful characteristics of the load displacement
curves.

CER arch
Experimental
Set I
Set II
Set III
GER arch
Experimental
Set I
Set II
Set III

Peak
load [kN]

Elastic stiffness
[KN/mm]

Deﬂection
at peak [mm]

14
9
9
8.5

3
2.6
2.6
2.8

18
5
5
6.5

19
12
12
9.8

4
4
4.1
4.2

19
8
8
7.7

through the arch thickness, equipped with suitable cohesive relationships in tension and no strength in compression. In particular,
three sets of holonomic cohesive relationships for mortar interfaces
subjected to mixed mode loading conditions were comparatively
assessed on the basis of experimental data, assuming either a
piecewise-linear (decoupled or frictionally coupled, in Set I and Set
III respectively) or a coupled exponential shape (Set II). Parameters
of such relationships were not ﬁtted on the overall response, but
derived “a priori” on the basis of a few properties of constituents
available or from literature data. FRP reinforcing strips were
modelled as truss bar 2-node elements connecting contiguous
nodes at the intrados or extrados of the discretized masonry surfaces. Their behaviour was assumed elastic brittle in tension, while
no strength was assumed in compression.
Two cases of technical relevance, relying into reinforced arches
with a circular and parabolic proﬁle and different brick geometry,
experimentally tested at the University of Minho [23] and Padua

[15], have been critically analysed to benchmark the model proposed and also the design formulae utilized to evaluate the FRP
reinforcement parameters. All the cohesive relationships selected
for the mortar joints led to satisfactory results in both the reinforced and unreinforced conﬁgurations: among them, special
emphasis should be attributed to the decoupled piecewise linear
law, for both its simplicity and rapid convergence.
It is interesting to notice that the approach proposed exhibits
excellent numerical stability, thanks to the reduced number of elements used -one along the thickness- and the total strain
formulation adopted (typical of holonomic models), especially in
presence of localized strain softening on forming hinges. This is the
reason why fragile phenomena with strain softening concentration
(as it occurs when strain localizes in the ﬁrst hinge) may be
reproduced with relative easiness, as well as the drop of load
bearing capacity after the crack opening, immediately after the
activation of any hinge.
Whilst the computational cost of such step-by step simulations
is still markedly higher than that required by limit analysis, much
more information on the behaviour of the reinforced and unreinforced arches up to failure are at disposal for design purposes, such
as formation sequence of the hinges, failure of the FRP strips,
softening branches in the overall plots etc. The sequence of plastic
hinges reported only for UMinho experiments was not reproduced
by the numerical simulations, although the ﬁnal hinge location was
the same.
As future developments, computational provisions are under
study to improve the description of local delamination phenomena
with bulk dissipation inside the masonry support, see e.g. Refs.
[33e45]. Such provisions together with improved design formulae
for the reinforcement and mortar joints are expected to decrease
the unresolved residuals observed between numerical predictions
and experimental plots especially at large deﬂections. Moreover,
Digital Image Correlation procedures are under study, to accurately
monitor in situ the deformation scenario over the arches at
different observation scales. Kinematic full-ﬁeld measurement thus
available will be synergistically combined with ﬁnite element
models for an effective identiﬁcation of governing parameters (see
Refs. [45,47]).
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